Veterans Hall riot is subject of report from police chief

By Susan Harris

San Luis Obispo Chief of Police Don Englert described the County Veterans Memorial Hall riot last Oct. 10 as a "lose-lose situation for the police."

"We hadn't got criticized if we hadn't shut the concert down and we got criticized for deciding to close the concert," Englert said.

In an internal report to Chief Administration Officer Paul Langsey, Englert stated several recommendations for improving cooperation between the city, which is responsible for police protection, and the county as the coordinator of special events.

The riot at the Vets Hall occurred between concertgoers (fans of the punk rock band Dead Kennedys) and police when law enforcement officials tried to close the concert and disperse the crowd.

A riot ensued between police and the audience as the officers tried to clear the Vets Hall and some concertgoers began to throw bottles and bricks.

Englert said the decision to close the concert came when police inspected the crowd after receiving numerous anonymous phone calls asking for police support.

"We received lots of frantic phone calls, one even said, 'I wouldn't be surprised if someone comes out of here dead.' The officers on duty saw people with blood on their faces and tore clothes," Englert said.

"The officer in charge had to weigh the consequences by what he saw and heard. He had to make a difficult decision," said Englert.

After the decision was made to stop the concert, additional officers from Cal Poly and the California Highway Patrol arrived, the promoter of the concert was asked to announce over the public address system that the concert was being closed and the audience was instructed to leave the area.

"Some people probably didn't hear the notice," said Englert. "Next time we...

University sets policy to clarify name use

By Carol A. Maliman

Sept. 21: It's official — California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo should now be referred to as Cal Poly.

In order to present a unified and consistent image of the university, a policy has been set for use of the university name.

"People don't seem to know who we are. We are often confused with Cal Tech (in Pasadena) and Pomona," said Bob Anderson, Public Affairs officer. "Because the full name is so long it's a temptation to shorten and abbreviate it," he added.

"There was a number of different representations of names and symbols, but no unity," said Stan Bernstein, director of Public Affairs.

"De Baker likes 'Cal Poly.' It is the simplest, cleanest and strongest short form we have," said Bernstein. Most universities have shorter forms of their name by which they are recognized. For example, the University of Santa Clara recently changed to Santa Clara University because it was being confused with USC, said Bernstein.

The guidelines for use of the university name in official material are in the Nov. 21 edition of the Cal Poly Report. They include rules such as: never use "SLO" as part of the university name and avoid the use of "San Luis Obispo" as part of the university name; do not use "Cal Poly State University," (such as in the highway signs), do not refer to Cal Poly by its initials — CP or CPSU; never use just "Poly" without the "Cal" in front, familiarizing the university; use the full name of the university when full identification or strict formality is required, but use it only once and then use "Cal Poly." "We want to avoid using San Luis Obispo" because it is "confusing," said Bernstein.

"We want to avoid using San Luis Obispo and say 'San Luis Obispo needs to be..."

Texan is named as new Poly executive

By Craig Andrews

An academic officer at East Texas State University will replace Malcolm Wilson as Cal Poly associate vice provost for academic programs beginning January 1986.

Glenn W. Irvin, 43, was nominated to the Cal Poly position by a colleague at East Texas State University. The nomination was in response to an advertisement for the position in the Chronicle of Higher Education, a national weekly newspaper for educators, said Cal Poly Provost Tomlinson Fort Jr., who announced the appointment.

Irvin has been a member of the Texas university's English faculty since 1978, according to the Cal Poly Public Affairs Office. His administrative experience includes serving as an administrative assistant and coordinator of composition in the department of literature and Coordinator of composition in the department of literature and language at East Texas State.

In 1983 Irvin became director of special academic programs at East Texas State, and one year later he was appointed associate vice president for academic programs and services.

"I think I will enjoy working with Dr. Irvin," said Fort, adding, "He's very personable. I'm very pleased." Irvin is now serving a one-year interim appointment as director of institutional studies.

"It was a personal decision to resign as associate vice provost," he said. "I'd rather not discuss it.

Wilson added he has no plans following his present one-year appointment.

Fort said Wilson was associate vice provost for more than three years. "His shoes will be hard to fill; he knows a great deal about the university," said Fort.

Irvin has an undergraduate English degree, a master's degree and a doctoral degree; all

Cal Poly student Maureen Cassidy hands out balloons at the grand opening of the Sandwich Plant Tuesday. The ceremony included a ribbon-cutting and a performance by a local band.

Clowning around

Two from Taiwan

Two students came to Cal Poly from Taiwan to earn their masters' degrees in business. Page 6.

All in the family

A mother and her two sons will all get degrees in the fall graduation ceremony on Dec. 14. Page 9.

Spikers sputter

The Lady Mustangs lost to UCLA last weekend but will have one last chance when they take on the Santa Barbara Gauchos Saturday. Page 10.

Two students, Maureen and Mauroon Cassidy, both received degrees in their masters' programs. They are the first students from Taiwan to graduate from Cal Poly. They graduated in December after three years of study.

The Cassidys, who are related, came to Cal Poly through a friendship that was initiated by their professors in Taiwan.

Mr. and Mrs. Cassidy, who both teach at the university, said they were pleased to see their children graduate. "We are proud of our children," they said. "They have worked hard and have achieved success."
My house in England seemed almost as old as the island itself. North Sea gales swept past crumbling castles to test at my thatched roof. Soft, snaky coal burned in the fireplace, its smoke curling up the walls of antiqued wood-beam ed ceilings.

In that time-worn place, winter seemed especially cold. My wages were in American dollars, food and heat had to be bought with British currency, but American money wasn't worth much in those days. The exchange rate made a gallon of gas cost three dollars, coal cost even more.

But I had managed to set aside some time away from home anyway, working all night at some picture in remote places like Minersdale, Heath or Norfolk Broads. By the time I got home, I was too tired to light the cold little fireplaces or clean their ashes. My social life was cold too, and no one disturbed the short solitary days and bleak nights as winter tightened up on the land.

One November afternoon I was playing piano in the village's empty church when a beautiful American woman sat down near me. She was young, lovely; beautiful ones, were rare as sunbursts. Before Christmas, she wrote me that she had driven miles northeast of London... so I was pleased to see her smile like a cherub, by far my favorite Christmas gift. By the time I got home, I was too tired to light the cold little fireplaces or clean their ashes.

I had talked about the political situation. She was a democrat. I told her how much we'd like to vote, how much we'd like to see the president run away to preserve anonymity. She said, "I'll come to London. Just you make a tape of your music for me." I gave her the address, noticing a sparkling ring on her finger. As she waved goodbye.

I recorded songs about being strangers in an alien place — cold and alone. I sang about change, meeting with mysterious women I never expected to see again. So I waited for the summer, and for a chance to see her again. We met a few months later, and I was pleased to see her smile like a cherub again.

The irony of the whole situation lies in the fact that a Philippine court recently sentenced a postal worker to a 23-year prison for earthquake relief. In a Philippines court recently sentenced a postal worker to a 23-year prison for earthquake relief. In a Philippines court recently sentenced a postal worker to a 23-year prison for earthquake relief.

Aid to Mexico made over $500 to CBC1 broadcast Yorkshire Pudding recipes in the US.

On Christmas Eve, we drove far away to preserve anonymity. In a riverside pub we were two Yanks from the colonies in a bar where Suffolk farmers had probably been having a pint and ploughing their fields on the far side of the world. Where the British system was not concerned about the American Revolution.

We joined in with the British locals who were singing their heart out as we sang our hearty songs — their access so thick, their accents so thick, their love for the land and the words of the songs.

She pressed a kiss on my face and a gift-wrapped package in my hands saying, "I have to be with my husband tomorrow."

I gave her a present all my own, a tape of songs about her great cats, her wedding ring shone in the light, she wept in crepit and I was sleeping, to awaken me with cares and encume.

Christmas Day found me starting at my only present — she'd given me a gorgeous watch with five diamonds on a black background. She called, saying the tape made her cry, and had made her husband mad. I told her the watch made me smile, and meant more than any present from Christmas.

So now, wherever I am, whoever I'm with, whenever the weather turns cold and snow begins to fly, I think of her with lights on them — I think of her looking happy in the cold with friends and childhood memories, homes, while the British residents are cold.

Elections were held in February, and as I saw them covered by $10 donations from eleven different clubs: CASA, CASA, CHSA, KSA and SDS. Also, the Aid To Mexico Dance had an overwhelming atten.

As for students being uninformed about international affairs, the Cultural Advisory Committee plans programs to alleviate this problem. We have been showing videotapes of the Bishop's Lounge about all kinds of international issues. The Multi-Cultural Center has been hosting weekly workshops on topics such as Lebanon and agricultural issues, and we hope that the programs offer students excellent ways to complement their education by their support of Cal Poly's Cultural Advisory Committee.

As this world becomes more interdependent, Americans need to gain an understanding of their foreign neighbors who also share this planet with us.

MELANIE GRIEH NEWTON

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

aid to Mexico dance raises relief funds

Editor — Not all Cal Poly students are uninformed and apathetic concerning international issues. The Aid To Mexico Dance held Nov. 23 for earthquake relief is an example of this. The costs of the video dance were covered by $10 donations from eleven different clubs: CASA, CASA, CHSA, KSA and SDS. Also, the Aid To Mexico Dance had an overwhelming attention.

As this world becomes more interdependent, Americans need to gain an understanding of their foreign neighbors who also share this planet with us. A Philippine court recently sentenced a postal worker to a 23-year prison for earthquake relief. In a Philippines court recently sentenced a postal worker to a 23-year prison for earthquake relief. In a Philippines court recently sentenced a postal worker to a 23-year prison for earthquake relief.
50,000 South Africans at funeral

MAMELODI, South Africa (AP) — Their arms raised in clenched-fist salutes, up to 50,000 mourners jammed a soccer stadium Tuesday for the funeral of 12 blacks killed in one of the bloodiest days in 15 months of rioting.

In Pretoria, President P.W. Botha announced that he was lifting the 19-week-old state of emergency in eight of 38 districts. He declared in a statement, "The revolutionary climate is fast ebbing momentum."

The five-hour funeral and burial service in Pretoria's Mamelodi township began and ended peacefully. After talks with organizers, police had agreed to keep out of sight at Mamelodi and to lift riot funeral restrictions, including a limit of 50 mourners.

Seaweed clogs filters at Diablo

SAN LUIS OBISPO (AP) — Seaweed churned up by a winter storm clogged the filters of water-intake pipes at the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant, forcing closures of both its reactors until the debris is cleared away, officials said.

"An unusually severe storm dug up kelp from the sea floor," said Dick Davin, a spokesman for Pacific Gas & Electric Co., which operates the Diablo facility.

He said the kelp clogged filters for the twin reactors' cooling system, causing the fission system to overheat.

Mamelodi and to lift riot funeral restrictions, including a limit of 50 mourners.

Defense firm denied contracts

WASHINGTON (AP) — General Dynamics Corp. on Wednesday lost its right to obtain any new government contracts, one day after the firm and four former or current executives, including NASA Administrator James M. Beggs, were indicted on fraud charges.

"We have hopes that, when the main front arrives, we will be dealing with a quite different bee than the highly Africanized variety," said Len Fonte, who directed the Kern County attack.

"We hope that they will be highly diluted so they won't pose the threat that they do."

No one knows how the killer bees reached a desert oil and farming region in western Kern County one or two years ago, but speculation centers on bees hit by a storm clogging aboard oil equipment shipped from South America.

Their presence was discovered last June after an oilfield worker noticed a swarm engulf a rabbit. Their presence was discovered last June after an oilfield worker noticed a swarm engulf a rabbit. Their presence was discovered last June after an oilfield worker noticed a swarm engulf a rabbit.

Their presence was discovered last June after an oilfield worker noticed a swarm engulf a rabbit. Their presence was discovered last June after an oilfield worker noticed a swarm engulf a rabbit.

"We have hopes that, when the main front arrives, we will be dealing with a quite different bee than the highly Africanized variety," said Len Fonte, who directed the Kern County attack.

"We hope that they will be highly diluted so they won't pose the threat that they do."

No one knows how the killer bees reached a desert oil and farming region in western Kern County one or two years ago, but speculation centers on bees hit by a storm clogging aboard oil equipment shipped from South America.

"We have hopes that, when the main front arrives, we will be dealing with a quite different bee than the highly Africanized variety," said Len Fonte, who directed the Kern County attack.

"We hope that they will be highly diluted so they won't pose the threat that they do."

In Kern County, the situation was reversed. A relatively small number of Africanized bees invaded an area dominated by European honeybees and could not gain a foothold.

Killers bees under control

Scientists now worried about bees coming from Mexico

FRESNO, Calif. (AP) — The "killer" bee frenzy in Kern County is over, but scientists aren't relaxing.

"They're worrying about the predicted onslaught of massive swarms expected to cross from Mexico to Texas in about five years."

"Even with all the bee researchers in the country working on this problem, we're going to be hard-pressed to develop solutions in the time frame that we have left," said Norman Gary.

He is an entomologist from the University of California at Davis who was consulted by the state legislature on potential research.

"The history has been throughout Central and South America that European bees disappear as an 'entity' for whatever reason."
all that glitters
A Unique Jewelry Store
Imagine the magic...

Sometimes a valued diamond or precious gem is tucked away and forgotten. Well, now it can be transferred into a little magic in your life.

Whether or not you want a setting that's traditional or modern, our high-quality settings appeal to the most discriminating tastes.
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NOW RENTING...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 BR/1 BA flats</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Townhouses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 BR/1½ BA flats</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rent starts as low as $140 a month.
Outoffice staff is available Monday thru Saturday from 9am-5pm.

Call 805/543-4950 or stop in and see them for yourself at...

MUSTANG VILLAGE
1 Mustang Drive • San Luis Obispo • CA 93401

Discovered flight date could be postponed

By Lynette Wong

It won't come as a surprise if the launching of the Space Shuttle Discovery scheduled for March is delayed, a spokesman from Vandenberg Air Force Base told a journalism class last week.

Although the official date for take-off is set for March 20, Col. Rick Sanford, chief of public affairs for the space and missile test organization and a 1979 Cal Poly journalism graduate, said the launch could be postponed until the summer because of safety factors.

"We want to make sure that the critical crew are not done in haste. As we get closer to the official date, we may have to adjudge it as we get more data," Sanford said.

"We don't want to launch it until we're sure it goes the way we want it to. We don't want to mess it up just because of an arbitrary date," added Col. Bud Rothgeb, chief of public affairs for the first strategic aerospace division.

The mission is unclassified and it is the first time for a manned launch with a seven astronaut crew aboard the Discovery. Sanford said the construction cost for the permanent facility is $2.8 billion while expenditure for the first launch runs approximately $40 million.

"Our goal is to launch ten (shuttle) per year from Vandenberg," Sanford said.

In discussing the benefits of the space shuttle, Rothgeb said developments such as laser discs, heart surgery monitors and crop surveys are products of space technology.

"These are direct benefits from space activity that did not exist before," Rothgeb said.

Rothgeb said there is a possibility the first launch may have an impact on the following one because of the new launch pad.

"It's never used before. We don't know how much damage there will be or how long it will take to repair it," Rothgeb said.

Although Vandenberg does not have the capability to process an entire mission until 1984 or until the fourth mission is completed, Rothgeb said Vandenberg has had good success with its launch site.

"We have a 100 percent success rate," he said.

While there is no way of predicting how many people will watch the launch, Rothgeb said Vandenberg is ready for the traffic congestion.

"We've prepared for the maximum possible number of people," Rothgeb said.

"For the last two years, we have worked with the California Highway Patrol men, San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara county sheriffs' and city officials to cope with the traffic," Sanford said.

Two thousand media representatives will be permitted to the site to view the launching. However, this does not include the general public because of geographical and security considerations.

"The launch pad is in a bowl-shaped area. We need to get rescue teams to the launch pad," Rothgeb explained.
Transition is easy
Taiwanese students adjust to SLO lifestyle

By Karen Kraemer

Away from home, away from family, two Taiwanese business students make the adjustment to California living seem relatively easy.

But unlike many foreign students who remain in the United States after earning their degrees, Jeremy Cheng and Janet Sheu will obtain their M.A.s in business and return to the island; they are engaged to be married in Taiwan next year and both will return to work in a family business started by Jeremy's father and brothers. Their business at the moment deals in exported products and their major trade focus is on the United States.

Cheng is the third member of his family to be sent to the United States to earn a graduate degree — a cousin presently studies in New York and a brother recently finished the MBA program at the University of Texas. Cheng said his trip is not unusual for a Taiwanese student.

"Totally we have about 20,000 students who come from Taiwan for their upper degree," said Cheng. "Every year about 8,000 to 7,000 more students arrive and of that only 1,500 ever return to Taiwan."

The reasons the students remain in the United States include the many opportunities that arise here.

"Many times when people get an upper degree in a particular field, especially a high-tech field, if they return to Taiwan it is very difficult to find any type of position for their work," said Cheng.

Cheng said the relationship that Taiwan presently has with the United States is mainly commercial.

"Our relationship is now informal, commercial," he said. "We should develop our economic strengths and enforce our economic relationship with the U.S. or other countries. Then they will think that Taiwan in the economic world is a very important country."

This brings up the reason for obtaining his MBA in the United States, more specifically at Cal Poly.

"We do trade with the United States. The U.S. has the leading position in business — they are the largest market in the world," said Cheng. "We have got to learn more about the U.S. to make trading easier."

As for his choice of schools, Cheng said he decided upon Cal Poly because of its theory of practice.

"As a business student, Stanford and Cal Berkeley seemed too theoretical. I wanted something more practical," said Cheng. Entering Cal Poly a quarter after returning to Taiwan, Cheng said the relationship with Taiwan presently has with the United States is mainly commercial.
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Cheng's older brother to marry before they do. They have waited two years for the event. "We learn from the student/professor relationship between the two countries," said Sheu, acknowledging the idea of a syllabus as a bonus, but disliking the quarter system. "The quarter system seems to push too hard. I don't have time to relax."

"You know there are some advantages and disadvantages," said Sheu, acknowledging the idea of a syllabus as a bonus, but disliking the quarter system. "The quarter system seems to push too hard. I don't have time to relax."

"I came to the United States because I wanted to know what is outside our small island and what the rest of the world is like," said Cheng.

"I have a feeling it is harder to be a teacher in the U.S. than in Taiwan. Students here challenge the teacher. They speak their opinions," said Cheng.

"We don't ask many questions," said Sheu of classrooms in Taiwan. "We learn from elementary school to be afraid of the teacher. They are intimidating. Do you know that through all my undergraduate studies, I never asked a question in class?"

Cheng said that perhaps because they are intimidating, the instructors in Taiwan automatically receive a great deal more respect.

"When the instructor walks into the class, we stand up, salute and bow. At the end of class, we again stand and thank him," said Cheng. "I miss this respect."

Sheu has found many differences between her undergraduate studies at Cheng Chi University and those at Cal Poly. "I have a feeling it is harder to be a teacher in the U.S. than in Taiwan. Students here challenge the teacher. They speak their opinions," said Cheng.

"We don't ask many questions," said Sheu of classrooms in Taiwan. "We learn from elementary school to be afraid of the teacher. They are intimidating. Do you know that through all my undergraduate studies, I never asked a question in class?"

Cheng said that perhaps because they are intimidating, the instructors in Taiwan automatically receive a great deal more respect.

Give her half an hour that will leave her glowing for days.

One half hour of our Magic Mist facial application will make her feel fresh and clean—glowing for days!

Gift Certificates—$20.00

Silp-one in a Christmas Carol!
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San Luis Obispo
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Pick up an application and make an appointment at

Peace Corps Liaison Office
Ag. Management Dept. Rm. 238
Cal Poly State University
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
(805)546-1320
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AT TWO LOCATIONS DURING FINALS

In Front of El Corral Bookstore
December 9 to 13 8:00am - 4:00pm

The Truck by Dexter Lawn
December 10 to 13 8:30am - 3:30pm
If Elizabeth Barrett and Robert Browning had AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, it would have been a terrible loss for English literature.

And of course, she wouldn't have had to restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's length, either.

After all, you can always think of one more way to tell someone you love them when you're on the phone.

Let us count the ways you can save. Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 60% off AT&T's Day Rate on your state-to-state calls.

Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 40% on your state-to-state calls.

So when you're asked to choose a long distance company, choose AT&T. Because with AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, you can satisfy your heart's desire without exhausting your means.

Reach out and touch someone.*

AT&T
The right choice.
Pictured at left are Sharon Muro and her son Gary Hankel as they talk about their lives as college students and their approaching graduation on Dec. 14. Pictured at right are family members who gathered when Greg Hankie, also a 1985 Cal Poly fall graduate, far right, took his first vows for the priesthood. Pictured from right to left are Greg, his mother Sharon Muro, his brother Gary and his grandmother Norine Corsiglia.

By Marc Meredeth

Sharon Muro and her two sons are not an ordinary family; all three will be receiving degrees during the Cal Poly graduation ceremonies on Dec. 14. Muro and her sons, Greg and Gary Hankel, are not just graduating together — they’re also graduating with honors.

Gary and Muro are going to finish up classes with grade point averages of about 3.9, and although Greg is not officially graduating with honors, Muro said the only reason for this is that he took 24 units one quarter to finish up in time so that he could begin graduate school this fall at the University of California, Berkeley.

Muro wouldn’t divulge her age, but said attending classes at the same university as her sons was enjoyable. She said being their mother is a well-kept secret and the subject doesn’t come up much at Cal Poly because of the different subjects each are taking.

"But neither one of them would be caught dead in the Business Building," Muro said. Muro, a business major with a concentration in accounting, said she just about lives in the Business Building.

Both sons are biochemistry majors, but Greg, 23, is presently at UC-Chico, having just begun a master’s program in the Department of Philosophy and Theology. Muro said he had about nine more elective units to complete, so he will just transfer them down from Berkeley and go through the Cal Poly fall graduation ceremonies.

"He wants to be a priest," Muro said.

Gary, 22, is a pre-med student and wants to be a general surgeon. He is currently in the process of applying to several medical schools, but his first choice is the University of California, Irvine.

Gary said going to school with his mom is a blast. He said it also can be a supportive arrangement, because they can talk about school and understand each other. In a way, he said, it’s the best of two worlds because not only does he get the sympathy of a fellow student to deal with test anxiety, but also the understanding of his family, too.

Muro, a divorcee, said she began college in 1980. At the time she was working for Bank of America as a vault teller in Arroyo Grande with hopes of a management position. But, she said, it became clear that such a position was impossible without a degree.

Deciding to go back to school, Muro began attending classes at Allan Hancock Junior College in Santa Maria. The focus of her studies was computer science, but she said this didn’t match her personality.

Accounting did, and after about three years at Hancock, where both sons were also attending classes, Muro transferred to the School of Business at Cal Poly.

"At Cal Poly, Muro said, she shipped away at the program, taking 12 to 16 units a quarter and working during the summers, much like an average student. But Muro and her sons are competitors.

"All three of us have had similar peaks and valleys, like most college students," she said, "but I don’t think anyone has done it with more gusto than we have."

While they don’t live together, Muro said she and her sons are open with each other and have a great deal of respect for one another. She said they also share something all college students have, a common empathy for the experience.

Muro said she and her sons get together regularly and do stuff together, although it’s harder now with Greg at Berkeley.

She said they have not decided how to celebrate graduation yet, but she doesn’t want it to be commonplace.

"It will be unique and exclusive to the three of us." The college lifestyle seems to agree with Muro, and she said she doesn’t feel an age gap. The things she has enjoyed most about college are the friendships developed with her peers and professors.

Muro said after graduation she will try to stay on the Central Coast. She said she’s interviewing with several local and Santa Barbara firms. Excited about getting back out into the working world, she said one of her five-year goals is to learn to fly.
Mustangs hope to catch a second wind in the playoffs

By Lisa A. Houk
Sports Editor

The Thanksgiving spirit took over the Cal Poly women volleyball players this past vacation, as they gave away one too many gifts to place them in an "unfavorable" position in post-season play.

The Lady Mustangs, who dropped two of their last three matches, have been seeded third in the Northwest Regional and will travel to University of California, Santa Barbara Saturday to play the Gauchos at 7:30 p.m.

"The season is on the line, and now we've put ourselves in a position to either win in Santa Barbara or it's all over," said Mike Wilton, head coach of the Lady Mustangs.

After coming off an emotional high with a victory over number one-ranked University of the Pacific just over a week ago, Poly was thrown to the bears Wednesday as UCLA enjoyed a three-set sweep over the Mustangs. The 15-3, 15-11, 15-7 setback may have dampened the holiday cheer, but the Mustangs knew what was coming after Thanksgiving and it wasn't the 8 a.m. sale at Macy's.

The Pacific Coast Athletic Association Tournament started Friday in Stockton, and it held no bargains for the Mustang shoppers. In its Friday match against the University of Nevada-Las Vegas, the Poly spikers went for broke and won a decisive 15-7, 15-12, 15-8 first round. Poly's Vera Pendergrass unloaded 13 kills in 28 attempts to satisfy the Lady Rebels with a .522 hitting mark.

Saturday, however, the stores closed early for the Lady Mustangs, as the Rainbow-Wahines of the University of Hawaii charged past Poly's credit in a four-set victory. The scores went 15-9, 12-15, 15-11, 15-11, but the Rainbow-Wahines didn't start their haul until late in the match.

"We shut 'em down in the first set and came out smoking with a .7 lead in the second — then we just let them off the hook," said Wilson. "Losing to UCLA was a blow, but we were history after the Hawaii loss."

Poly's Carol Tschasar, who has performed well against this island team in the past, again led the Mustangs with 16 kills and six block assists. Mustang spikers Kelly Strand and Lynn Kessler compiled 13 kills apiece and a .522 hitting mark.

Kessler compiled 19 defensive digs. Setter Dede Bodnar ended the semifinal match with 42 assists for a .290 percentage and also came out with 13 saves.

"It was as if we were fired up for a few points and then our gas tank went empty," Wilson said. "The UOP crowd cheered like mad for Hawaii, and somehow the Hawaii players responded."

The Rainbow-Wahines were thrown into the Tiger Lady Sunday, as UOP pulled out a 15-13, 9-15, 15-10, 15-12 PCAA Championship. The UOP Tigers, who now post a 12-3 overall record, drew the long bye and have two weeks to strut around as the top seed in the region.

Poly couldn't escape the PCAA Tournament without some well-deserved honors though, as two Mustangs were named to the all-PCAA first team -- they were seniors Ellen Bugalski and Bodnar. Mustang middle blocker Tschasar, a 6'0" junior, received a spot on the second team.

Wilton also joined in on the awards, as he was voted PCAA Coach of the Year for leading the Mustangs to a second place finish and a number five national ranking.

Wilton said, "I would've traded my Coach of the Year award for some extra desire for my players on the court. I loaded this would be a long season for 12 seniors."

See SPIKERS, page 13.
Poly ‘eats’ up wins during vacation

By Joe Parkard

While most students were out of school for Thanksgiving gatherings, the Cal Poly Mustangs were having a couple of feasts of its own.

The Mustangs carved up St. Mary's of Minnesota 76-55 Nov. 26. Mt. San Antonio College started the beating out of Hayward 76-63 Dec. 14. With the Hayward win, boosted Poly's record to a perfect 3-0, and more importantly, represented a solid team effort against a tough Division II team.

"I think the key was the way we played as a team," said Mustangs head coach Erin Wheeler. "All the kids played well.

Sean Chambers, one of the four Mustangs in double figures Saturday, started at forward and had a well-balanced game by hitting six of nine shots and feeding the boards to pull down a game-high 10 rebounds.

"I thought he (Chambers) played very well and he played good defense," said Wheeler, who was in the ball game we're also going to have some pressure by using him like a guard. Because he handled the ball so well," said Wheeler, transferring from Cuesta College.

One another strong game was 6'9" center Valerie Anderson, who has taken charge under the basket and has become a scoring threat. Floor. Van Windsot shot a torrid six of eight, made of four free throws, grabbed seven rebounds and got some praise from his coach.

He's finally starting to assert himself. He's playing much harder and with a lot more confidence," Wheeler said. "You put him and Darin (Massaglia) together, you get Melvin Parker, and you've got good size and quickness out of him.

The Poly defense was again at its disruptive best by forcing Hayward into 19 turnovers, 19 misses in 31 second half shots and a low 39 shot percentage. Mustangs won by 84-71 and eight rebounds. Cary Adam, who made 15 points, was out with an injury, but Poly took the win and head coach Gary Hau got the credit to the Mustangs.

Mt. San Antonio College's Chicer Riveria and Darren Massigall made the starting lineup and six Mustangs contributed to 13 points, respectively. A total of 12 Mustangs scored. Darin Massaglia made the last shot to sublimate... freely Saturday. Parker scored four, freshman Errol Taylor had two, Mike Chetler pooled in seven and Mark Shelly was good for six points. Shelly also excited the holiday crowd out in the game when he stole the ball and went for an official Thanksgiving crumbling ‘jam slam.’

The Poly defense was again at its disruptive best by forcing Hayward into 19 turnovers, 19 misses in 31 second half shots and a low 39 shot percentage. Mustangs won by 84-71 and eight rebounds. Cary Adam, who made 15 points, was out with an injury, but Poly took the win and head coach Gary Hau got the credit to the Mustangs.
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Most injuries, Englert said, 

were caused by daning and 

stage diving.

"One person's head was 

lacerated by a beer bottle," 

Englert said.

The police kept in contact with 

three local hospitals and the Cal 

Poly Health Center to see if any­ 

one was treated with injuries je­ 

curred by the riot, the report 

states.

"Property damage is close to 

$11,000 and 99 percent of that 

damage is to the Vets Hall," 

Englert said.

The report states damage to 

the floor was caused by spiked 

shoes and broken glass, and 

there was also damage to the tile 

roof and some windows were 

broken.

"We just want to make sure 

nothing like this happens again," 

Englert said.

"It all gets down to if we were 

justified in shutting the concert 

down. I think we'd make the 

same decision today."
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from Arizona State University. 

He has presented numerous 

papers at professional con­ 

ferences, including one on cur­ 

rent changes in teacher educa­ 

tion, given at the Texas Joint 

Council of Teachers of English. 

Also an author, Irvin has articles 
published in The English Jour­ 
nal, The Illinois English Bulletin 
and The Thomas Hardy Annual. 

In his professional activities 
include consulting for the Uni­ 

versity of Kansas Press, 

membership on the editorial 
b oard of English Literature in 

Transition and membership on 

the accreditation board for the 

Southern Association of Colleges 
and Schools.
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